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Abstract

This work is devoted to the analysis of a model for the thermal management in a liquid
pipe network. In contrast to previous works, the underlying model equation for the liquid flow
is not restricted to the equation of motion and the continuity equation, describing the mass
transfer through the pipes, but also includes thermodynamic effects in order to cover cooling
and heating prozesses. The resulting model gives rise to a differential-algebraic equation
(DAE), for which a proof of unique solvability and an index analysis is presented. For the index
analysis, the concepts of the Strangeness Index is pursued. Finally the index analysis is linked
to topological conditions imposed on the underlying network and the practical realization of
those conditions in simulation tools is discussed.
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1 Introduction

The simulation and optimization of hydraulic networks has been studied in various works, including
[15, 14, 30, 2, 7] and the references therein. The considered models are motivated by drinking
water supply systems, where the main target is to circulate an amount of water at any time,
assuring a certain pressure at extraction points. The aim of this work is to consider and analyze
hydraulic networks used for thermal management systems. Examples in automotive applications
are cooling systems for combustion engines or battery racks. In contrast to water transportation
networks, the primary interest is not the pressure distribution across the whole system, but the
temperature distribution. Consequently, the models have to be equipped with energy balance laws
in order to model the thermodynamic effects. Basically, the intention of this work is to extend
the results, which are already available for water transportation networks [15, 14] to cooling and
heating systems used for thermal management.
The model under consideration is a quasi-stationary pipe network, cp. [15], equipped with energy
balance laws. This model is suited to describe circuits, which are filled with incompressible fluids
(e.g. water). Here incompressible means, that density changes with respect to temperature changes
or pressure changes are neglected. Especially the extension with the energy balance laws is not
straight forward, since the well-known concepts of bi-directional dependent flows of state-flow
networks are not valid any more for energy flow networks.
While general networks consist of various types of elements (pipes, pumps, valves) [30], the model
here is restricted to pipes only. Despite this simplification, the demanding issues are caused by
the arbitrary network structure of the underlying model.
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State-of-the-art modeling and simulation packages such as Dymola1, Matlab/Simulink2, Flow-
master3, Amesim4, SimulationX5 or Cruise M6 offer many excellent concepts for the automatic
generation of dynamic system models, including hydraulic networks. Modeling is done in a mod-
ularized way, based on a network of subsystems which again consists of simple standardized sub-
components. The network structure (topology) carries the core information of the network prop-
erties and therefore is predestinated to be exploited for the analysis and numerical simulation of
those. In many applications the network describing equations are differential-algebraic equations
(DAEs). Hence the analysis of existence and uniqueness of solutions, as well as rank considerations
are a delicate issue.
Topology based index analysis for networks connects the research fields of Analysis for DAEs [29]
and Graph Theory [8] in order to provide the appropriate base to analyze DAEs stemming from
automatic generated system models. So far it has been established for various types of networks,
including electric circuits [32], gas supply networks [12] and water supply networks [15, 14, 30].
Although all those networks share some similarities, an individual investigation is required due to
their different physical nature. Recently, a unified modeling approach for different types of flow
networks has been introduced in [16], aiming for a unified topology based index analysis for the
different physical domains on an abstract level.
The structure of this work is the following. In Section 2, the main two concepts required for
the basic ingredients of the analysis are introduced. A short introduction to graph theory and
differential algebraic equations is given. The network model and arising DAE is formulated in
Section 3 and Section 4. The analysis of the DAE is split into two parts: First a sub problem is
considered, which neglects the thermodynamic effects. This sub model is formulated and analyzed
in Section 3. Indeed, this intermediate step agrees with the result of [15], although the proof differs
due to the usage of a different index concept. Furthermore, it provides the technical base for the
investigation of the full model in the second part in Section 4. A summary of the results with
comments on their practical relevance in commercial simulation software concludes the paper in
Section 5.

2 Preliminaries

For the subsequent analysis, we need the ideas of graph theory, including the notion of a graphs
incidence matrix, and basic concepts of DAE theory.

2.1 Graph theory

For a detailed introduction to graph theory, we refer the reader to [8].
A graph G is a pair G = {V, E} of subsets V, E ⊂ N, such that E ⊂ V ×V, i.e., each element ej ∈ E
corresponds to a pair (vi1 , vi2) ∈ V ×V, cp. [8, p. 2], [6, p. 1]. Graphically, this relation is realized
by representing the edges e1, ..., enE ∈ E as lines between the vertices v1, ...., vnV ∈ V, cp. [8, p. 2],
[6, p. 1].
We consider simple graphs, i.e., G contains no self-loops or parallel edges, i.e., if ej = (vi1 , vi2) then
vi1 6= vi2 and if ej = (vi1 , vi2) and e` = (vi1 , vi2), then ej = ek, cp.[6, p. 2], [8, p. 25]. For a given
numbering {v1, ..., vnV}, {e1, ..., enE} of V, E with index sets IV = {1, ..., nV}, IE = {1, ..., nE}, we
can define a function b : IV × IV → IE relating two nodal indices i1, i2 ∈ IV with the index j of the
corresponding edge ej = (vi1 , vi2), i.e., b(i1, i2) = j. If (vi1 , vi2) /∈ V, we set b(i1, i2) = 0.
Two edges ej1 , ej2 ∈ E are called adjacent if they are incident with a common vertex vi, i.e., if
ej1 = (vi1 , vi) and ej2 = (vi, vi2) [6, p. 7]. We summarize the indices of edges that are adjacent via

the vertex vi in the set Ĵvi = {` ∈ IE | ∃vk : e` = (vi, vk)}.
1http://www.dynasim.com
2http://www.mathworks.com
3http://www.mentor.com
4http://www.plm.automation.siemens.com
5http://www.iti.de
6http://www.avl.com
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Two vertices vi1 , vi2 ∈ V are called adjacent if there exists an edge ej ∈ E such that ej = (vi1 , vi2)

[6, p. 7]. We summarize the indices of vertices that are adjacent to vi in the set Îvi = {k ∈
IV | ∃ej : ej = (vi, vk)}. The degree d(vi) of a vertex vi is the number of edges eij that are incident
with vi, [6, p. 7]. If d(vi) = 0, then vi is called isolated and if d(vi) = 1, then vi is called an end
vertex [6, p. 8].
A graph G is called oriented if every edge ej is associated with an ordered pair (vi1 , vi2), i.e.,
(vi1 , vi2) 6= (vi2 , vi1). If G is oriented and ej = (vi1 , vi2), we call vi1 the originating and vi2 the
terminating vertex of ej , [8, p. 25].
A pair G1 = {V1, E1} of subsets V1 ⊂ V, E1 ⊂ E is called a subgraph of G [6, p. 16]. For example,
a single vertex or a single edge with its adjacent vertices are subgraphs [6, p. 17]. A subgraph G1

spanns G if the nodal sets agree, i.e., if V1 = V. For a vertex vi ∈ V1, we call dV1(vi) the degree
of vi as an element of the subgraph G1.
A subgraph P = {VP , EP} is called a path if there exists a numbering {vi1 , ..., vipv }, {ej1 , ..., ejpe }
of VP , EP , such that, for k = 1, ..., pe − 1, the edge ejk is adjacent to ejk+1

, and dP(vi) = 2 for
i = 2, ..., ipN−1 and dP(v1) = dP(vpN ) = 1. A graph G is called connected if any pair of vertices
v1, v2 can be connected by a path.
A subgraph C = {VC , EC} is called a cycle, if there exists a numbering {vi1 , ..., vicv }, {ej1 , ..., ejce }
of VC , EC , such that ({vi1 , ..., vice−1

}, {ej1 , ..., ejce−1
}) is a path and ejce = (vicv , vi1).

A connected graph G that contains no cycles is called a tree [6, p. 39]. Equivalently, a connected
graph G is a tree if any two vertices can be connected by a unique path, or if G becomes disconnected
by removing any edge in G [8, p. 12].
A subgraph T ⊂ G that is a tree and spans G, i.e., V1 = V, is called a spanning tree [6, p. 55].
Every connected graph has at least one spanning tree [6, p. 56]. The complement T c := G \ T of
a spanning tree T is called the cotree or chord set [6, p. 56]. The edges of a spanning tree T are
called branches, while the edges in the cotree T c are called chords [6, p. 56].
For an oriented graph G = {V, E} consisting of nV vertices V = {v1, ..., vnV} and nE edges E =
{e1, ..., enE} edges, the incidence matrix A is defined as

Aij =


1, if vi is the left vertex of ej ,

−1, if vi is the right vertex of ej ,

0, else.

Let A be the incidence matrix of G. If G is connected, then rank(A) = nV − 1.
If G1 ⊂ G is a subgraph, then the incidence matrix AG1

associated with G1 is a (possibly permuted)
sub matrix of AG [6, p. 141].
If G1 ⊂ G is a subgraph, where G is connected and nV1 < nV , then the incidence matrix AG1 has
full row rank, i.e., rank(AG1

) = nV1
. The incidence matrix AG1

is nonsingular if and only if G1 is
a spanning tree [6, p. 141, Thm 7-3].
Removing any row ETi AG associated with a vertex vi from the incidence matrix AG , leads to a
reduced incidence matrix. The associated vertex is called the reference or ground vertex [6, p. 141].
A directed graph G is strongly connected if every pair of vertices vi, vk is connected by a directed
path from vi to vk and a directed path from vk to vi, cp. [21, p. 528]. Every vertex is strongly
connected to itself [31, p. 100]. Strong connectivity defines an equivalence relation on the set of
vertices [28, p. 100] and if G is not strongly connected, then it is composed of strongly connected
components, which are strongly connected subgraphs of maximal size [28, p. 100].
Contracting the elements of the strongly connected components into single vertices, respectively,
results in the condensed graph [31, p. 101]. The condensed graph is acyclic, i.e., contains no circles.
There may be several edges connecting two strongly connected components C1, C2. However, these
edges need to be directed in the same direction, e.g. from C1 to C2. Else, they would form a loop
between C1, C2 implying that C1 ∪ C2 is a larger strongly connected component. Contracting these
edges to a single edge between C1, C2, the condensed graph again is simple.
For a matrix A ∈ Rn×n, the graph G(A) of A is defined as G(A) =

{
{v1, ..., vn}, {(vi, vj)|aij 6= 0}

}
,

i.e., whenever the ij-th entry is nonzero, there is an edge from vertex vi to vj . Note that G(A)
contains self-loops associated with aii 6= 0 and multiple edges if |aij |, |aji| > 1, cp. [21, p. 528].
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2.2 Differential-algebraic equations

There are several approaches studying the solvability of DAEs, e.g., derivative arrays [1, 4, 3],
projector chains [11, 22, 23, 27] or structural analysis [25, 26], that differ in the regularity assump-
tions and the way the differential and algebraic components are separated. Related with these
approaches are different index concepts, e.g., the differentiation index, the strangeness index, the
tractability index or the structural index, which, roughly spoken, measures the complexity of solv-
ing a given DAE. A comparison of the different index concepts is given in [5, 24]. We follow the
concept of derivative arrays and the strangeness index as developed in [17, 18, 19, 20], as it is
applicable to a large class of DAEs and allows for efficient numerical integration of the considered
systems.

We consider the DAE

F (t, x, ẋ) = 0 (1)

with sufficiently smooth system function F : D→ Rn defined on an open set D = I × Ωx × Ωẋ ⊂
R+

0 × Rn × Rn. For ` ∈ N, the derivative array of size ` is the inflated DAE

FF,`(t, x, ẋ, ..., x(`+1)) :=


F (t, x, ẋ)
d
dtF (t, x, ẋ)

...
d`

dt`
F (t, x, ẋ)

 = 0, (2)

obtained by successive differentiation. Every sufficiently smooth solution of (1) solves the inflated
system (2). Vice versa, if (t, x, ẋ, ..., x(`+1)) solves the derivative array (2), then (t, x, ẋ) also solves
(1). For a suitable size `, the idea of the strangeness index is to filter out a set of differential and
algebraic equations that uniquely determines the x-part of this solution (t, x, ẋ, ..., x(`+1)). Since
this may include algebraic equations for derivatives of x, we consider (2) formally as an algebraic
equation for the variable z` := (t, x, v1, ..., v`+1), vk = x(k)(t), k = 1, ..., ` + 1. The algebraic
solution set is denoted by

F−1
F,`(0) = {z` ∈ I × Rn × . . .× Rn | FF,`(z`) = 0}. (3)

To solve the derivative array (2) locally for (t, x, ẋ, x(2), ..., x(`+1)), we make the following assertions
on the Jacobians

M`(z`) := ∂v1,...,v`+1
FF,`(z`), N`(z`) := ∂xFF,`(z`),

containing the partial derivatives of FF,`(z`) with respect to the variables v1, ..., v`+1 and x, re-
spectively, cp. [20, p. 155].

Hypothesis 2.1 ([20]). Consider F : D → Rn. Let there exist µ, d, a ∈ N0, n = d + a, such
that F ∈ Cµ+1(D,Rn), F−1

F,µ(0) 6= ∅ and for every zµ,0 ∈ F−1
F,µ(0), there exists a sufficiently small

neighborhood U(zµ,0), such that the following properties hold:

(i) On U(zµ,0) ∩ F−1
F,µ(0), rank(Mµ(zµ)) = (µ+ 1)n− a and there exists a pointwise orthogonal

matrix function Z2 ∈ Cµ(U(zµ,0),R(µ+1)n×a) with rank(Z2(zµ)) = a and (ZT2 Mµ)(zµ) = 0.

(ii) On U(zµ,0) ∩ F−1
F,µ(0), rank(ZT2 N̄µ(zµ)) = a, where N̄µ = Nµ[In 0], and there exists a

pointwise orthogonal matrix function T1 ∈ Cµ(U(z`,0),Rn×d) with rank(T1(zµ)) = d and
(ZT2 N̄µT1)(zµ) = 0.

(iii) On U(zµ,0) ∩ F−1
F,`(0), rank(Fẋ(t, x, ẋ)T1(zµ)) = d and there exists an orthogonal matrix

Z1 ∈ Rn×d with rank(Z1) = d and rank(ZT1 FẋT1(zµ)) = d.
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The minimal µ for which F satisfies Hypothesis 2.1 on D, is called the strangeness index (s-index)
of (1). If F has s-index µ and satisfies Hypothesis 2.1 with µ+ 1, d, a, we say that (1) has regular
s-index µ. If F has (regular) s-index µ = 0, then F is called (regular and) s-free. To match the
smoothness assumptions of Hypothesis 2.1, we can reduce the domain of definition D.

The set of functions satisfying Hypothesis 2.1 with integers µ, d, a and µ+ 1, d, a is denoted by

C`µ,d,a,reg(D,Rn) :=
{
F ∈ C`(D,Rn) | F satisfies Hypothesis 2.1

with µ, d, a and µ+ 1, d, a
}
.

Initial values that are part of a vector in the algebraic solution set are summarized in the set of
consistent initial values

Cµ(F ) :=
{

(t0, x0) ∈ I × Ω | ∃ (v1, ..., vµ+1) ∈ Ωẋ × Rn × . . .× Rn (4)

: (t0, x0, v1, ..., vµ+1) ∈ F−1
F,µ(0)

}
.

Similarly, tuples (t0, x0, ẋ0) part of a vector in F−1
µ (0) are summarized in the set of consistent

initializations

Lµ(F ) :=
{

(t0, x0, v1) ∈ F−1(0) | ∃ (v2, ..., vµ+1) ∈ Rn × . . .× Rn (5)

: (t0, x0, v1, v2..., vµ+1) ∈ F−1
F,µ(0)

}
.

For functions F ∈ Cµ+1
µ,d,a,reg(D,Rn), the DAE (1) is uniquely solvable for every initial value

(t0, x0) ∈ Cµ+1(F ) and the solution is maximally extendable on Cµ+1.

Theorem 2.1. [19, 20] If F ∈ Cµ+1
µ,d,a,reg(D,Rn), then the DAE (1) is uniquely solvable for every

(t0, x0) ∈ Cµ+1. The solution is x ∈ C1([t0, t̂
+
0 ),Rn), where t̂+0 = sup{t ≥ t0 | (t, x(t)) ∈ Cµ+1}.

In the following sections, Theorem 2.1 in combination with Hypothesis 2.1 is used to provide
existence and uniqueness results, as well as to derive the index analysis for the resulting DAEs.
This is done by checking the three properties (i), (ii) and (iii) consecutively.
To check the rank assertions of Hypothesis 2.1, we make frequently use of the following result on
the rank of a block matrix, cp. [13, p. 25].

Lemma 2.1. Consider

M =

[
A B
C D

]
where A,B,C,D are matrices of suitable size. If A is nonsingular, then

rank

([
A B
C D

])
= rank(A) + rank(D −BA−1C).

If S, T are nonsinuglar matrices, then rank(SMT ) = rank(M).

3 A quasi-stationary network model for incompressible flow

This section is devoted to the analysis of the standard incompressible flow model in order to provide
the framework for the analysis of the full model in Section 4. We follow the model approach used
in [15] and use the classification of flow network elements, as introduced in [16].
In contrast to the work in [15], our analysis is based on the strangeness index as it allows to treat
DAEs in the most general form (1) and thus gives more flexibility in the application.
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3.1 Model

We consider a network N of pipes Pi1, ...,PinPi
filled by an incompressible fluid, e.g. water. The

pipes are connected by junctions Jc1, ..., JcnJc
, in which the mass flow of the fluid is split or merged.

The connection to the environment is modeled by reservoirs Re1, ...,RenRe
and demand branches

De1, ...,DenDe imposing predefined pressures p̄Re,1, ..., p̄Re,nRe or mass flows q̄De,1, ..., q̄De,nDe into
the network. The number of each element in N is denoted by nPi, nJc, nDe and nRe, respectively,
and we set n := nJc + nRe + nPi + nDe.
Given boundary conditions p̄Re = [p̄Rei ]i=1,...,nRe

, q̄De = [q̄Dei ]i=1,...,nDe
, the task is to compute

the mass flows qPi = [qPii ]i=1,...,nPi
, qDe = [qDei ]i=1,...,nDe

in the pipes and the demand branches
as well as the pressures pJc = [pJci ]i=1,...,nJc in the junctions.
To set up a mathematical model for the network N , we first note that each network element
Pi,De, Jc and Re is equipped with a characteristic relation for the associated flow and pressure or
pressure difference, cp. e.g. [16]. In a pipe Pij , the mass flow qPi,j is specified by the transient
momentum equation

q̇Pi,j = c1,j∆pj + c2,j sgn(qPi,j)q
2
Pi,j + c3,j (6)

depending on the pressure difference ∆pj = pj1 − pj2 between the adjacent nodes vj1 , vj2 and on
constants c1,j , c2,j > 0 and c3,j depending on the pipe diameter, length, inclination angle and
physical properties like the density.
In a junction Jci, the amount of mass entering and leaving Jci is equal due to mass conservation.
Summarizing the indices of pipes and demand branches that are incident to Jci in the set Ĵi :=
{j | ej is incident to Jci}, we thus get that ∑

j∈Ĵi

qj = 0. (7)

Note that equation (7) is a generalization of Kirchhoff’s current law for fluids.
In a demand branch Dej , the mass flow qj is set to the predefined value q̄De,j , i.e., qj = q̄De,j .
Similarly, in a reservoir Rei, the pressure pi is kept at a prescribed value p̄Re,i, i.e., pi = p̄Re,i. We
assume that each reservoir is connected to exactly one pipe.
Besides the individual element equations, the dynamics of the network depend on the connection
of the elements. To include this structure, we represent N as a graph GN . The pipes and
the demand branches correspond to the edges of GN while the junctions and reservoirs serve as
vertices, i.e., EN = {Pi1, ...,PinPi ,De1, ...,DenDe} and VN = {Jc1, ..., JcnJc ,Re1, ...,RenRe}. We set
nE = nPi + nDe and nV = nJc + nRe. Assigning a direction to each pipe and demand branch, we
obtain an orientation of GN , allowing to speak of a positive or negative mass flow: If the flow on
an edge agrees with the assigned direction, the flow is called positive, else it is called negative.
Note that the given orientation is arbitrary and only serves as a reference condition, it must not
be related with the true or expected direction of the fluid flow. Represented as an oriented graph,
the structure of the network N is described by the incidence matrix AN associated with GN .
According to the numbering of V, E , we partition the incidence matrix as

AN =

[
AJc,Pi AJc,De

ARe,Pi ARe,De

]
=

[
AJc

ARe

]
.

Furthermore, we summarize the flows, pressures and pressure differences as

q =

[
qPi

qDe

]
, p =

[
pJc

pRe

]
, ∆p =

[
∆pPi

∆pDe

]
.

Setting C1 = diag (c1,j)j , C2 = diag (c2,j)j , C3 = [c3,j ]j for j = 1, ...nPij and noting that ATN p =
∆p, we set

fPi(qPi, pJc, pRe) := C1(ATJc,PipJc +ATRe,PipRe) + C2 diag (|qPi,j |) qPi + C3,
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and the differential equation for the pipe flow qPi is given by

q̇Pi = fPi(qPi, pJc, pRe). (8a)

Noting that
∑
j∈Ĵi qij = eTi AN q for a junction Jci, where ei denotes the i-th standard canonical

basis vector, such that the equations for the junctions can be summarized as

AJc,PiqPi +AJc,DeqDe = 0. (8b)

For the demand branches and reservoirs, we obtain the simple relations

qDe = q̄De, (8c)

pRe = p̄Re. (8d)

In conclusion, the dynamics in a network consisting of pipes, reservoirs and demand vertices, are
modeled by the DAE (8).
To analyze the solvability of (8), we formally define the DAE function

F (t, q, p, q̇, ṗ) :=


q̇Pi − fPi(qPi, pJc, pRe)
AJc,PiqPi +AJc,DeqDe

qDe − q̄De

pRe − p̄Re

 . (9)

On an interval I ⊂ R, where the flow doesn’t change its direction, the smoothness of F depends
on the smoothness of the input functions q̄De, p̄Re.

Lemma 3.1. For a network N , consider the function F defined in (9). Let q̄De ∈ Ck(I,RnDe),
p̄Re ∈ Ck(I,RnRe). Then, F ∈ Ck(D,Rn) for D := I × Ωx × Ωẋ with Ωx := RnE × RnE+ and
Ωẋ := RnE × RnE .

Proof. If qPi ∈ RnE+ , then sgn(qPi,j) ≥ 0 for every j = 1, ..., nE and fPi(qPi, pJc, pRe) = C1(ATJc,PipJc+

ATRe,PipRe) +C2 diag (qPi,j) qPi +C3. Hence, fPi ∈ Ck(RnE+ ×RnV ,RnPi). With q̄De ∈ Ck(I,RnDe),

p̄Re ∈ Ck(I,RnRe), it follows that F satisfies the asserted smoothness property.

Furthermore, we impose the following assumptions on the network.

Assumption 3.1. Let N be a network of pipes, junctions, reservoir and demand branches that
satisfies the following assertions.

(i) Every pair of adjacent vertices, junctions or reservoirs, is connected at most by one pipe.

(ii) Every pair of vertices, junctions or reservoirs, can be reached by a sequence of pipes.

(iii) Each pipe has a fixed but arbitrary direction.

(iv) Every junction is adjacent to at most one demand branch and every reservoir is connected
to at most one branch element.

Under Assumption 3.1, the graph GN associated with N is simple, connected and directed. The
reservoirs Re1, ...,RenRe

are end vertices, i.e., d(Rei) = 1 for i = 1, ..., nRe.

3.2 Analysis of the hydraulic flow network

To analyze the solvability of the DAE (8), we exploit the structure of the network N and the
associated graph GN .

Lemma 3.2. Let N be a network of pipes, junctions, reservoirs and demand branches that satisfies
Assumption 3.1. Let AN be the incidence matrix of the associated graph GN .
If nRe > 0, then rank(AJc,Pi) = nJc and there exists a permutation Π = [Π1,Π2] such that
AJc,PiΠ1 is nonsingular. Furthermore, AJc,PiC1A

T
Jc,Pi is nonsingular.
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Proof. Neglecting the demand branches De1, ...,DenDe from GN leads to the subgraph GN\De :=
{(Jc,Re),Pi}. The associated incidence matrix is given by APi = [ATJc,Pi, A

T
Re,Pi]

T . Since there is
at least one reservoir in the network, the submatrix AJc,Pi is a reduced incidence matrix, implying
that rank(AJc,Pi) = nJc, cp. [10]. Consequently, there exists a permutation Π = [Π1,Π2] such
that AJc,PiΠ1 is nonsingular, while AJc,PiΠ2 contains the linear dependent columns.
With c1,j > 0, j = 1, ...nPij , the matrix C1 = diag (c1,j)j=1,...nPij

is positive definite, allowing to

factorize the considered product according to AJc,PiC1A
T
Jc,Pi = (AJc,Pi

√
C1)(AJc,Pi

√
C1)T , where√

C1 = diag
(√
c1,j
)
j=1,...nPij

is nonsingular. Then,

rank(AJc,PiC1A
T
Jc,Pi) = rank(AJc,Pi

√
C1) = rank(AJc,Pi) = nJc, (10)

implying that AJc,PiC1A
T
Jc,Pi is pointwise nonsingular.

Remark 3.1. Under the assertions of Lemma 3.2, the permutation Π = [Π1,Π2] partitions the
graph GN into a spanning tree and chord set [6, p. 141, Thm 7-3]. More exactly, if Π1 = [ej ]j∈I1

and Π2 = [ej ]j∈I2
, where e1, ..., enPi

denotes the standard canonical basis, then {Pij |j ∈ I1} and
the adjacent vertices define a spanning tree of GN while {Pij |j ∈ I2} denote the corresponding
chord set.
The matrix AJc,Pi

√
C1 corresponds to the incidence matrix of the graph {(Jc,Re),Pi} whose

edges are weighted with
√
c1,1, ...,

√
c1,nPi

. The product AJc,PiC1A
T
Jc,Pi corresponds to the ad-

jacency matrix of this weighted graph {(Jc,Re),Pi} up to addition of the degree matrix D :=
diag (d(Jci))i=1,...,Jci

, cp. [8, p. 24].

Using Lemma 3.2, we give conditions when the DAE (8) is uniquely solvable and reformulate (8)
as s-free system.

Theorem 3.1. Let N be a network of pipes, junctions, reservoirs and demand branches that
satisfies Assumption 3.1. Let F ∈ C2(D,Rn) be the DAE function associated with N . If nRe > 0,
then the DAE (8) has regular s-index 1 and is uniquely solvable for every (t0, q0, p0) ∈ C2(F ). The
solution is given by q ∈ C1(I,RnE ), p ∈ C1(I,RnV ). The s-free model of N is given by

q̇2 −ΠT
2 fPi(qPi, pJc, pRe) = 0 (11a)

AJc,PiΠ1ΠT
1 qPi +AJc,PiΠ2ΠT

2 qPi +AJc,DeqDe = 0 (11b)

AJc,PifPi(qPi, pJc, pRe) = −AJc,De ˙̄qDe (11c)

qDe = q̄De (11d)

pRe = p̄Re, (11e)

where [Π1 Π2] is a permutation such that AJc,PiΠ1 is nonsingular. The number of differential and
algebraic equations is given by d = nPi − nJc and a = 2nJc + nDe + nRe, respectively.

Proof. We prove the assertion by verifying the individual items of Hypothesis 2.1, such that we
can apply Theorem 2.1. First, we show that (8) satisfies Hypothesis 2.1 with values µ = 1,
d = nPi − nJc and a = 2nJc + nDe + nRe. We consider the derivative array FF,1 := [FT , ddtF

T ]
with F given as in (9) and

d
dtF =


q̈Pi −D1fPiq̇Pi − C1(ATJc,PiṗJc +ATRe,PiṗRe)

AJc,Piq̇Pi +AJc,Deq̇De

q̇De − ˙̄qDe

ṗRe − ˙̄pRe

 .
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The Jacobians M1 := ∂q̇,ṗ,q̈,p̈FF,1 and N1 := ∂q,pFF,1 are given by

M1 =



q̇Pi q̇De ṗJc ṗRe q̈Pi q̈De p̈Jc p̈Re

Pi IPi 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Jc 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

De 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Re 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Ṗi −D1fPi 0 −C1A
T
Jc,Pi −C1A

T
Re,Pi IPi 0 0 0

J̇c AJc,Pi AJc,De 0 0 0 0 0 0

Ḋe 0 IDe 0 0 0 0 0 0

Ṙe 0 0 0 IRe 0 0 0 0



, (12)

N1 =



qPi qDe pJc pRe

Pi −D1fPi 0 −C1A
T
Jc,Pi −C1A

T
Re,Pi

Jc AJc,Pi AJc,De 0 0

De 0 IDe 0 0

Re 0 0 0 IRe

Ṗi −∂qPi
ḟPi 0 −∂pJc

ḟPi −∂pRe
ḟPi

J̇c 0 0 0 0

Ḋe 0 0 0 0

Ṙe 0 0 0 0



. (13)

To check Hypothesis 2.1, (i), we permuteM1 using permutations Π̄M1 ,ΠM1 , such that Π̄T
M1
M1ΠM1 =

[M̃ij ]i,j=1,2, with

M̃11 =



q̇De ṗRe q̇Pi q̈Pi

Ḋe IDe 0 0 0

Ṙe 0 IRe 0 0

Pi 0 0 IPi 0

Ṗi 0 −C1A
T
Re,Pi −D1fPi IPi

, M̃12 =



ṗJc p̈Jc p̈Re

Ḋe 0 0 0

Ṙe 0 0 0

Pi 0 0 0

Ṗi −C1A
T
Jc,Pi 0 0

,

M̃21 =



q̇De ṗRe q̇Pi q̈Pi

J̇c AJc,De 0 AJc,Pi 0

Jc 0 0 0 0

De 0 0 0 0

Re 0 0 0 0

, M̃22 = 0.

On D, the diagonal block M̃11 is non-singular and the associated Schur complement vanishes, i.e.,
M̃21M̃

−1
11 M̃12 = 0. Then

rank(M1) = rank(M̃11) + rank(M̃21M̃
−1
11 M̃12) = 2nPi + nDe + nRe

on D by Lemma 2.1, implying that a = corank(M1) = 2nJc + nDe + nRe and d = nV + nE − a =
nPi − nJc. Furthermore, there exists a basis Z2 ∈ R2n×a of corange(M1) that, e.g., is given by

ZT2 =



Ḋe Ṙe Pi Ṗi J̇c Jc De Re

0 0 0 0 0 IJc 0 0

−AJc,De 0 −AJc,Pi 0 IJc 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 IDe 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 IRe

Π̄T
M1
.
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In order to check Hypothesis 2.1, (ii), we apply the matrix Z2 to the Jacobian N1 and find that

ZT2 N1 =



qPi qDe pJc pRe

AJc,Pi AJc,De 0 0

AJc,PiD1fPi 0 AJc,PiC1A
T
Jc,Pi AJc,PiC1A

T
Re,Pi

0 IDe 0 0

0 0 0 IRe

. (14)

As nRe > 0, we have that rank(AJc,Pi) = nJc and there exists a permutation [Π1,Π2] such that
AJc,Pi,1Π1 := AJc,PiΠ1 is nonsingular, cp. Lemma 3.2. The linear depending columns are given by
AJc,Pi,2 := AJc,PiΠ2. Choosing suitable permutations Π̄N1 ,ΠN1 , we thus find that ZT2 N1ΠN1 =

[Ñ1, Ñ2] with

Ñ1 =


AJc,PiC1A

T
Jc,Pi AJc,PiD1fPiΠ1 AJc,PiC1A

T
Re,Pi 0

0 AJc,Pi,1Π1 0 AJc,De

0 0 IRe 0
0 0 0 IDe

 , Ñ2 =


AJc,PiD1fPiΠ2

AJc,Pi,2

0
0

 .
As the Jacobian C1 is pointwise positive definite on RnE+ × RnV , the product AJc,PiC1A

T
Jc,Pi is

pointwise nonsingular on RnE+ ×RnV , cp. Lemma 3.2. The matrix AJc,Pi,1Π1 is nonsingular due to

the choice of Π1. Hence, Ñ1 is pointwise nonsingular on RnE+ ×RnV , implying that rank(ZT2 N1) =
2nJc + nDe + nRe = a on on RnE+ × RnV . In particular, on RnE+ × RnV , there exists a basis T2 of
ker(ZT2 N1) that, e.g., is given by

T2 = ΠN1


−(AJc,PiC1A

T
Jc,Pi)

−1AJc,PiD1fPi(Π2 −Π1AJc,Pi,1Π−1
1 AJc,Pi,2)

−AJc,Pi,1Π−1
1 AJc,Pi,2

0
InPi−nJc

 .
Finally, to check Hypothesis 2.1, (iii), we consider the product

Fq̇,ṗT2 =


−Π1AJc,Pi,1Π−1

1 AJc,Pi,2 + Π2

0
0
0

 .
As Π1,Π2 are linearly independent, we have that

rank(Π2 −Π1(UT2 AJc,PiΠ1)−1UT2 AJc,PiΠ2) = nPi − nJc

and it follows that rank(Fq̇,ṗT2) = d on D. Considering the matrix

ZT1 =
[
0 ΠT

2 0 0
]
,

we find that rank(ZT1 Fq̇,ṗT2) = d on D. In conclusion, we have shown that the network model (8)
satisfies the assertions of Hypothesis 2.1 for µ = 1 and d = nPi − nJc and a = 2nJc + nDe + nRe,
i.e., the network model (8) has s-index µ = 1.

To prove that the network model is regular, we show that (8) satisfies Hypothesis 2.1 with values

µ = 2, d = nPi − nJc, a = 2nJc + nDe + nRe. Therefore, we consider FF,2 := [FT , ddtF
T , d

2

dt2F
T ]T

with

d2

dt2
F (t, q, p, q̇, ṗ) =


...
q Pi −D1fPiq̈Pi − C1(ATJc,Pip̈Jc +ATRe,Pip̈Re) +R(q, p, q̇, ṗ)

AJc,Piq̈Pi +AJc,Deq̈De

q̈De − ¨̄qDe

p̈Re − ¨̄pRe

 ,
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where R(q, p, q̇, ṗ) contains the mixed derivatives in the pipe function. The Jacobians M2 :=
∂q̇,ṗ,q̈,p̈FF,2 and N2 := ∂q,pFF,2 are given by

M2 =

[
M1 0
M21 M22

]
, N2 =

[
N1

N21

]
,

with M1, N1 given by (12), (13) and

M21 =



q̇Pi q̇De ṗJc ṗRe q̈Pi q̈De p̈Jc p̈Re

P̈i ∂q̇Pi
F̈2 0 ∂ṗJc

F̈2 ∂ṗRe
F̈2 −D1fPi 0 −C1A

T
Jc,Pi −C1A

T
Re,Pi

J̈c 0 0 0 0 AJc,Pi AJc,De 0 0

D̈e 0 0 0 0 0 IDe 0 0

R̈e 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 IRe

,

M22 =



...
q Pi

...
q De

...
p Jc

...
pRe

P̈i IPi 0 0 0

J̈c 0 0 0 0

D̈e 0 0 0 0

R̈e 0 0 0 0

, N21 =



qPi qDe pJc pRe

P̈i ∂qR 0 ∂pJc
R ∂pRe

R

J̈c 0 0 0 0

D̈e 0 0 0 0

R̈e 0 0 0 0

.

We permute M2 using permutations Π̄M2
,ΠM2

, such that

Π̄T
M2
M2ΠM2 =

M̃11 M̃12 0

M̃21 0 0
0 0 0

 ,
where

M̃11 =



q̇De q̈De ṗRe q̇Pi q̈Pi p̈Re
...
q Pi

Ḋe IDe 0 0 0 0 0 0

D̈e 0 IDe 0 0 0 0 0

Ṙe 0 0 IRe 0 0 0 0

Pi 0 0 0 IPi 0 0 0

Ṗi 0 0 −C1A
T
Re,Pi −D1fPi IPi 0 0

R̈e 0 0 0 0 0 IRe 0

P̈i 0 0 ∂ṗRe
R ∂q̇Pi

R −D1fPi −C1A
T
Re,Pi IPi


,

M̃12 =



ṗJc p̈Jc

Ḋe 0 0

D̈e 0 0

Ṙe 0 0

Pi 0 0

Ṗi −C1A
T
Jc,Pi 0

R̈e 0 0

P̈i ∂ṗJc
R −C1A

T
Jc,Pi


,

M̃21 =
[ q̇De q̈De ṗRe q̇Pi q̈Pi p̈Re

...
q Pi

J̇c AJc,De 0 0 AJc,Pi 0 0 0

J̈c 0 AJc,De 0 0 AJc,Pi 0 0

]
.
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The matrix M̃11 is nonsingular and noting that

M̃21M̃
−1
11 M̃12 =

[
0 0

−AJc,PiC1A
T
Jc,Pi 0

]
,

we find that

rank(M2) = rank(M̃11) + rank(M̃21M̃
−1
11 M̃12) = 2nDe + 2nRe + 3nPi + nJc.

Hence, with corank(M2) = nDe + nRe + 2nJc = a and d = nV + nE − a = nPi − nJc, we obtain the
same characteristic values d, a. A basis Z2 ∈ R2n×a of corange(M1) is given by

ZT2 =



Ḋe D̈e Ṙe Pi Ṗi R̈e P̈i J̇c J̈c Jc De Re

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 IJc 0 0

−AJc,De −AJc,Pi 0 0 0 0 0 IJc 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 IDe 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 IRe

Π̄T
M2

and we find that

ZT2 N1 =



qPi qDe pJc pRe

AJc,Pi AJc,De 0 0

AJc,PiD1fPi 0 AJc,PiC1A
T
Jc,Pi AJc,PiC1A

T
Re,Pi

0 IDe 0 0

0 0 0 IRe

.

Comparing ZT2 N1 and ZT1 N1, cp. (29), we can verify the assertions (ii), (iii) of Hypothesis 2.1
using the same matrices Z1, T2. In conclusion, the network model (8) is regular.

Applying the matrices Z1, Z2 to the derivative array FF,1, we obtain the s-free remodeling (11).

The solvability condition of Theorem 3.1 agrees with the result given in [15].

The s-free formulation (11) can be reformulated as semi-explicit system, allowing to use semi-
explicit DAE solvers and to specify the set of consistent initial values.

Lemma 3.3. Let N be a network of pipes, junctions, reservoirs and demand branches that satisfies
Assumption 3.1. Let F ∈ C2(D,Rn) be the DAE function associated with N . If nRe > 0, then
functions q ∈ C1(I,RnE ), p ∈ C1(I,RnV ) solve the DAE (8) if and only if they solve the semi-
explicit system

q̇2 = KTr,ChΣ(q2)
(
Lq2q2 + LqDe

q̄De

)
+KTr,De ˙̄qDe +KTr,Rep̄Re + C5, (15a)

pJc = KJc,PiΣ(q2)
(
Lq2q2 + LqDe

q̄De

)
+KJc,De ˙̄qDe +KJc,Rep̄Re + C4, (15b)

q1 = −(AJc,PiΠ1)−1AJc,Pi,2q2 + (AJc,PiΠ1)−1AJc,Deq̄De, (15c)

qDe = q̄De, (15d)

pRe = p̄Re, (15e)

where qi = ΠT
i qPi, i = 1, 2, for a permutation [Π1 Π2] such that AJc,PiΠ1 is nonsingular and

Lq2 := Π2 −Π1(AJc,PiΠ1)−1AJc,PiΠ2, LqDe
:= −(AJc,PiΠ1)−1AJc,De,

KTr,Ch := ΠT
2 GC2 KTr,De := ΠT

2 C1A
T
Jc,PiKJc,De, KTr,Re := ΠT

2 G
TATRe,Pi,

KJc,Pi := −B−1
Jc AJc,PiC2, KJc,De := −B−1

Jc AJc,De, KJc,Re := −B−1
Jc AJc,PiC1A

T
Re,Pi,

C5 := C1A
T
Jc,PiC4 + C3, C4 := −B−1

Jc C3,

with BJc := AJc,PiC1A
T
Jc,Pi, G = (I−C1A

T
Jc,PiB

−1
Jc AJc,Pi) and Σ(q2) := diag (|[Lq2q2 + LqDe q̄De]j |).
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Proof. Under the given assertions, the DAE (8) is uniquely solvable for a consistent initial value
(t0, q0, p0) ∈ C2(F ) and the solution q ∈ C1(I,RnE ), p ∈ C1(I,RnV ) is also the unique solution of
the s-free formulation (11) cp. Theorem 3.1. Choosing a permutation [Π1,Π2], such that AJc,PiΠ1

is nonsingular, cp. Lemma 3.2, we use the variable partitioning q1 := ΠT
1 qPi, q2 := ΠT

2 qPi to solve
the is-free formulation (11) and derive the semi-explicit formulation (15).
First, however, we exploit the boundary conditions (11d), (11e) to eliminate the controlled states
pRe, qDe in the equations (11a) - (11c). Considering the variables q1, q2, then we solve the junction
equation (11b) for q1 and get

q1 = −(AJc,PiΠ1)−1AJc,Pi,2q2 + (AJc,PiΠ1)−1AJc,Deq̄De. (16)

Noting that q = Π1q1 + Π2q2, the mass flow q can be expressed as affine linear transformation of
the flows q2 on the chord set, i.e.,

qPi(q2) = Lq2q2 + LqDe q̄De, (17)

where Lq2 := Π2 − Π1(AJc,PiΠ1)−1AJc,PiΠ2 and LqDe
:= −(AJc,PiΠ1)−1AJc,De. Inserting the

transformation (17) into equation (11c), we get that

0 = AJc,Pi

(
C1A

T
Jc,PipJc + C1A

T
Re,Pip̄Re + C2 diag (|qPi,j |) qPi(q2) + C3

)
+AJc,De ˙̄qDe.

As BJc := AJc,PiC1A
T
Jc,Pi is nonsingular, we can solve this equation for pJc as a function of q2, i.e.,

pJc(q2) = −B−1
Jc

(
AJc,PiC1A

T
Re,Pip̄Re +AJc,PiC2 diag (|qPi,j |) qPi(q2) +AJc,PiC3 +AJc,De ˙̄qDe

)
= KJc,PiΣ(q2)

(
Lq2q2 + LqDe

q̄De

)
+KJc,De ˙̄qDe +KJc,Rep̄Re + C4, (18)

where KJc,Pi := −B−1
Jc AJc,PiC2Σ(q2), KJc,De := −B−1

Jc AJc,De, KJc,Re := −B−1
Jc AJc,PiC1A

T
Re,Pi,

C4 := −B−1
Jc AJc,PiC3 and Σ(q2) := diag (|[Lq2q2 + LqDe

q̄De]j |). Using (18), we can reformulate
(11a) as an ODE depending only on q2, i.e.,

q̇2 = ΠT
2

(
C1(ATJc,PipJc +ATRe,Pip̄Re) + C2Σ(q2)qPi(q2) + C3

)
.

Noting that

C1A
T
Jc,PiKJc,Pi(q2) + C2Σ(q2) = (I − C1A

T
Jc,PiB

−1
Jc AJc,Pi)C2Σ(q2),

ATJc,PiKJc,Re +ATRe,Pi = (I −ATJc,PiB
−1
Jc AJc,PiC1)ATRe,Pi

we set G = (I − C1A
T
Jc,PiB

−1
Jc AJc,Pi) and get that

q̇2 = KTr,ChΣ(q2)
(
Lq2q2 + LqDe

q̄De

)
+KTr,De ˙̄qDe +KTr,Rep̄Re + C5. (19)

where KTr,Ch := ΠT
2 GC2, KTr,De := ΠT

2 C1A
T
Jc,PiKJc,De, KTr,Re := ΠT

2 G
TATRe,Pi and C5 :=

ΠT
2 (C3 + C1A

T
Jc,PiC4). In conclusion, (11d), (11e), (17), (18), (19) establish the semi-explicit

reformulation (15).

Remark 3.2. Considering the semi-explicit system (15), we observe the following for a network
N satisfying the solvability condition of Theorem 3.1: The mass flows q1 lying on a spanning tree
of the graph G of N are specified by Kirchoff’s current law (8b), which ensures the conservation
of mass within the system. Only the mass flows q2 lying on a chord set, i.e., on pipes closing a
loop, are determined by the transient momentum equation (8a). The pressures in the junctions are
obtained by the derivative of Kirchoff’s current law (8b), using the transient momentum equation
(8a) to express the change of the mass flows.
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As the algebraic constraints arising from the conservation of mass are linear, we can use the the
semi-explicit system (15) to specify the set of consistent initial values. Therefore, we consider the
evaluation of (15) in t0 ∈ I, i.e.,

q̇2,0 = KTr,ChΣ(q2)
(
Lq2q2,0 + LqDe q̄De(t0)

)
+KTr,De ˙̄qDe(t0) +KTr,Rep̄Re(t0) + C5 (20a)

pJc = KJc,PiΣ(q2)
(
Lq2q2,0 + LqDe q̄De

)
+KJc,De ˙̄qDe(t0) +KJc,Rep̄Re(t0) + C4 (20b)

q1 = −(AJc,PiΠ1)−1AJc,Pi,2q2,0 + (AJc,PiΠ1)−1AJc,Deq̄De(t0) (20c)

qDe,0 = q̄De(t0) (20d)

pRe,0 = p̄Re(t0), (20e)

and, noting that d
dtΣ(q2) = Σ(q̇2) as sgn(qPi,j(t)) = const on I, the evaluation of the time

derivative of (15) in t0 ∈ I, i.e.,

q̈2,0 = KTr,Ch

(
Σ(q̇2)

(
Lq2q2,0 + LqDe

q̄De

)
+ Σ(q2)

(
Lq2 q̇2,0 + LqDe

˙̄qDe

)
+KTr,De ¨̄qDe(t0)

+KTr,Re ˙̄pRe(t0) (21a)

ṗJc = KJc,Pi

(
Σ(q̇2)

(
Lq2q2,0 + LqDe

q̄De

)
+ Σ(q2)

(
Lq2 q̇2,0 + LqDe

˙̄qDe

)
+KJc,De ¨̄qDe(t0)

+KJc,Rė̄pRe(t0) (21b)

q̇1,0 = −(AJc,PiΠ1)−1AJc,PiΠ2q̇2,0 + (AJc,PiΠ1)−1 ˙̄qDe(t0) (21c)

q̇De,0 = ˙̄qDe(t0) (21d)

ṗRe,0 = ˙̄pRe(t0). (21e)

Lemma 3.4. Let N be a network of pipes, junctions, reservoirs and demand branches that satisfies
Assumption 3.1. Let F ∈ C2(D,Rn) be the DAE function associated with N . If nRe > 0, then the
set of consistent initial values and initializations is given by

C2(F ) =
{

(t0, q0, p0) ∈ I × Ωx | (t0, q0, p0) solves (20) with q2,0 = ΠT
2 q0

}
,

L2(F ) =
{

(t0, q0, p0, q̇0, ṗ0) ∈ D | (t0, q0, p0, q̇0, ṗ0) solves (20) and (21) with q2,0 = ΠT
2 q0

}
.

Proof. As the subspace coker(M2) is constant, the s-free formulation (11) of the DAE (8) is defined
globally on D, independent of the considered intial value. Hence, the semi-explicit formulation
(15) is defined globally on D, implying that every solution of (15) also solves the DAE (8). In
particular, this is true in t = t0, implying that (t0, q0, p0) ∈ C1(F ) if (t0, q0, p0) solves (20) with
q2,0 = ΠT

2 q0. The time derivative of the algebraic components q1, pJc, qDe, pRe can be obtained by
differentiating (20), so considering (21), we obtain the consistent initializations L1(F ). Similarly,
we can construct a vector (t0, q0, p0, q̇0, ṗ0, q̈0, p̈0) solving F2(F ), implying that C2(F ) = C1(F ) and
L2(F ) = L1(F ).

Remark 3.3. Numerically, we can either directly solve the semi-explicit formulation (15) by
applying an implicit solver to (15a) for q2 and evaluating (15b), (30f), (15d) and (15e) using
these values, or, if the implicit function pJc is analytically available, by solving the resolved system
(15) by applying an ODE solver to the ODE (15a) and evaluating (15b) to (15e).

4 A quasi-stationary network model for incompressible ther-
mal flow

In this section, a DAE model for incompressible thermal flow networks is derived by adding energy
balance laws to the model analyzed in Section 3. Performing a topology index analysis, we again
derive solvability conditions that can be reinterpreted in terms of conditions on the network.
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4.1 Model

Again, we consider a network N of pipes as introduced in Subsection 3.1. In addition to the pres-
sure distribution across the system, we are also interested in the temperature distribution. For the
thermal part, the state variable of our choice is the specific enthalpy h, which changes with respect
to enthalpy fluxes H. In order to capture the thermal inertia of the liquid within the network,
each junction is equipped with a volume V ≥ 0. Junctions with zero volume are interpreted as
virtual connection points. Those virtual connections point have a certain importance in the design
of system simulation software, since they allow to connect standardized sub-components without
introducing additional volumes (and as a consequence additional thermal inertia).
In order to set up the network model, we assume that the junctions Jci are numbered such that
Vi > 0, i = 1, ..., nJcV and Vi = 0, i = nJcV + 1, ..., nJcV + nJc0 where nJc = nJcV + nJc0 . We
partition the incidence matrix and the pressure vector accordingly as

AN =

AJcV ,Pi AJcV ,De

AJc0,Pi AJc0,De

ARe,Pi ARe,De

 , p =

pJcV

pJc0

pRe


and define the volume matrix VJc := diag

(
V̂ , 0

)
, V̂ = diag (Vi)i=1,...,nJcV

. To set up the governing

equations for the network, we consider the characteristic relation that every element imposes on
the enthalpy flux and specific enthalpy. In a pipe Pij , the enthalpy flux Hj agrees with the product
of the mass flow qj and the specific enthalpy hi in the originating vertex vi. Hence, if the pipe Pij
is directed from vj1 to vj2 , we have that

HPi,j =fHPi,j
(qPi,j , hvj1 , hvj2 ),

where
fHPi,j

(qPi,j , hvj1 , hvj2 ) :=
(
(sgn(qPi,j) + 1)hvj1 − (sgn(qPi,j)− 1)hvj2

)qPi,j

2
.

Due to energy conservation, in a junction Jci, the sum of all enthalpy fluxes HPi,j entering or
leaving Jci equals the product of the volume Vi and the change of the specific enthalpy hJc,i, i.e.,∑

j∈ĴJci

HPi,j = ViḣJc,i.

In a demand branch Dei, we assume that with the mass flow q̄De,j also the enthalpy flux H̄De,j

that is taken from or filled into the network is known, i.e., HDe,j = H̄De,j . Similarly, in a reservoir
Rei, we assume that with the pressure also the specific enthalpy hi is kept at a fixed value h̄Re,i,
i.e., hRe,i = h̄Re,i. To lift the element equations to the network, we summarize the enthalpy fluxes
and specific enthalpies as

H =

[
HPi

HDe

]
, h =

hJcV

hJc0

hRe

 ,
where hJcV , hJc0

refer to the enthalpies associated with junctions of positive and zero volume,
respectively. Furthermore, we consider the matrix

|AN | =
[
|AN ,ij |

]
(i,j)∈V×E

containing the element-wise absolute values of incidence matrix AN . Setting

D?(qPi) =
1

2
diag (qPi(t))

(
diag (sgn(qPi(t)))A

T
?,Pi + |AT?,Pi|

)
,

for ? = Jc0, JcV ,Re, we define the function

fP̄i(qPi, hJcV , hJc0
, hRe) := DJc0

(qPi)hJc0
+DJcV (qPi)hJcV +DRe(qPi)hRe (22)
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and the enthalpy fluxes HPi for the pipes Pi1, ...,PinPi are given by

HPi = fP̄i(qPi, h). (23a)

For the junctions, we obtain that

AJc,PiHPi +AJc,DeHDe = VJcḣJc. (23b)

For the demand branches and reservoirs, we obtain the simple relations

HDe = H̄De, (23c)

hRe = h̄Re. (23d)

Including thermal effects, the function fPi,j relating the mass flow qj with the pressure difference
∆pj now depends on the specific enthalpy of the originating vertex as physical properties like the
density typically depend on the temperature or specific enthalpy, respectively. More exactly, if
the pipe Pij is directed from vj1 to vj2 , then c2,j = c2,j(hj1) and equation (6) reads

q̇Pi = fPi(qPi, A
T
Jc,PipJc +ATRe,PipRe, h). (6a*)

where

fPi(qPi, pJc, pRe, hJc, hRe) := C1(ATJc,PipJc +ATRe,PipRe) + C2(h) diag (sgn(qPi,j)qPi,j) qPi + C3.

In conclusion, the dynamics in a network consisting of pipes, reservoirs, junctions and demand
vertices, are modeled by the DAE system (8) and (23), where (8a) is replaced by (6a*).
Formally, we define the DAE function

F̃ (t, q, p,H, h, q̇, ṗ, Ḣ, ḣ) =



q̇Pi − fPi(qPi, pJc, pRe, hJc, hRe)

VJcḣJc −AJc,PiHPi −AJc,DeHDe

AJc,PiqPi +AJc,DeqDe

HPi − fP̄i(qPi, hJc, hRe)
qDe − q̄De

pRe − p̄Re

HDe − H̄De

hRe − h̄Re.


. (24)

Again, on an interval I ⊂ R, where the flow doesn’t change its direction, the smoothness of F̃
depends on the smoothness of the input functions q̄De, p̄Re, H̄De, h̄Re.

Lemma 4.1. For a network N , consider the function F̃ defined in (24). Let q̄De, H̄De ∈ Ck(I,RnDe),
p̄Re, h̄Re ∈ Ck(I,RnRe). Then, F̃ ∈ Ck(D,Rn) for D := I × Ωx,ext × Ωẋ,ext where Ωx,ext :=
(RnE × RnE+ )2 and Ωẋ,ext := (RnE × RnE )2.

Proof. If qPi ∈ RnE++, then sgn(qPi,j) ≥ 0 for every j = 1, ..., nE and fPi(qPi, pJc, pRe) = C1(ATJc,PipJc+

ATRe,PipRe) + C2 diag (qPi,j) qPi + C3 and fP̄i(qPi, hJc, hRe) = 1
2 diag (qPi)

(
(ATJc,Pi + |ATJc,Pi|)hJc +

(ATRe,Pi+|ATRe,Pi|)hRe

)
. Hence, fPi, fP̄i ∈ Ck(RnE+ ×RnV×RnV ,RnPi). With q̄De, H̄De ∈ Ck(I,RnDe),

p̄Re, h̄Re ∈ Ck(I,RnRe), it follows that F̃ satisfies the asserted smoothness property.

4.2 Analysis of the hydraulic thermal flow network

To analyze the solvability of the coupled DAE (8) and (23), we again exploit the structure of the
network N and the associated graph GN . For t ∈ I, we consider the matrix

BJ̄c0
(t) = AJc0,PiDJ̄c0

(qPi(t)), (25)
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and give conditions on its associated graph G(BJ̄c0
(t)) =

{
{v1, ..., vn}, {(vi, vj)|BJ̄c0,ij 6= 0}

}
, cp.

[21, p. 528], that guarantee the invertibility of BJ̄c0
(t). Recall that Ĵi = {` ∈ IE | ∃vk : e` = (vi, vk)}

is the index sets of edges e` ∈ EN having vi as originating vertex. As the mass flow q has
an a direction of flow independent of the direction of the graph, we partition Ĵi according to
Ĵi = Ĵi,s ∪ Ĵi,e where

Ĵi,s(t) := {j ∈ Ĵi|qj(t) starts in vi}, Ĵi,e(t) := {j ∈ Ĵi|qj(t) ends in vi}

are time-dependent index sets.

Lemma 4.2. Let N be a network of pipes, reservoirs, junctions and demand branches that satisfies
Assumption 3.1. For t ∈ I, consider the matrix BJ̄c0

defined in (25). If
∑
j∈Ĵi,s(t) |qj(t)| > 0 for

i = 1, ..., nJc0
, then the following assertions hold.

1. The graph G(BJ̄c0
(t)) is given by G(BJ̄c0

(t)) = {VJc0
, EBJ̄c0

}, where VJc0
=
{

Jc0,1, ..., Jc0,nJc0

}
and EBJ̄c0

:= {Pij | Ĵi,e(t) ∩ Ĵk(t), i 6= k ∈ IJc0
} ∪ {ej | ej = (Jc0,i, Jc0,i), i ∈ IJc0

}.

2. Let ConK = {VK , EK}, K = 1, ..., CG(BJ̄c0
(t)) be the strongly connected components in

G(BJ̄c0
(t)). Then, BJ̄c0

(t) is nonsingular if∑
j∈Ĵi,e(t)∩(JG\JConK

)

|qj | ≥
∑

j∈Ĵi,s(t)∩JDe

|qj |, i1, ..., inJc0
∈ IJc0

, (26a)

∑
j∈Ĵî,e(t)∩(JG\JConK

)

|qj | >
∑

j∈Ĵî,s(t)∩JDe

|qj |, î ∈ IJc0
. (26b)

Proof. 1. By the definition of the incidence matrix AN , its entries satisfy

AijAkj =


1, j ∈ Ĵi, i = k,

−1, j ∈ Ĵi ∩ Ĵk, i 6= k,

0, else,

Aij |Akj | =

{
Aij , j ∈ Ĵi ∩ JPi, i = k or j ∈ Ĵi ∩ Ĵk, i 6= k,

0, else

for i, k ∈ IG . Including the direction of the flow, we further get that

Aij sgn(qj(t)) =


1, j ∈ Ĵi,s(t),
−1, j ∈ Ĵi,e(t),
0, else.

Then, noting that

BJ̄c0,ik(t) =

nPi∑
j=1

|qj(t)|(AJc0,Pi)ij
(
(AJc0,Pi)kj + |(AJc0,Pi)kj | sgn(qj(t))

)
,

the entries of BJ̄c0
(t) are given by

BJ̄c0,ik(t) =


2
∑
j∈Ĵi,s(t)∩JPi

|qj |, i = k,

−2|qj(t)|, i 6= k, j ∈ Ĵi,e ∩ Ĵk ∩ JPi,

0, else.

As
∑
j∈Ĵi,s |qj | > 0 for i ∈ IJc0

, it follows that BJ̄c0
is a Z-matrix with strictly positive diagonal

entries. Furthermore, we verify the proposed structure of G(BJ̄c0
(t)).
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To prove that BJ̄c0
(t) is nonsingular, we show that BJ̄c0

(t) is an M-matrix. For i ∈ IJc0 , the i-th
row sum of BJ̄c0

(t) is given by

∑
k∈IJc0

|BJ̄c0,ik(t)| = 2

 ∑
j∈Ĵi,s(t)∩JPi

|qj | −
∑

j∈Ĵi,e(t)∩Ĵk(t)∩JPi

k 6=i

|qj |

 .

Considering the subgraph G0 := {VJc0 , EG0}, where VJc0 =
{

Jc0,1, ..., Jc0,nJc0

}
and EG0 := {Pij |Pij =

(Jc0,i, Jc0,k)}, we find that ⋃
k 6=i∈IJc0

(
Ĵi(t) ∩ Ĵk(t) ∩ JPi

)
= Ĵi(t) ∩ JG0

,

where JG0
contains the indices of Pij ∈ EG0

. Furthermore, using that
∑
j∈Ĵi,s(t) |qj | =

∑
j∈Ĵi,e(t) |qj |

due to
∑
j∈Ĵi Aijqj(t) = 0, we have that∑

j∈Ĵi,s(t)∩JPi

|qj | = −
∑

j∈Ĵi,s(t)∩JDe

|qj |+
∑

j∈Ĵi,e(t)∩JDe

|qj |+
∑

j∈Ĵi,e(t)∩JPi

|qj |.

Then, it follows that

|BJ̄c0,ik(t)| = 2

− ∑
j∈Ĵi,s(t)∩JDe

|qj |+
∑

j∈Ĵi,e(t)∩JDe

|qj |+
∑

j∈Ĵi,e(t)∩JPi

|qj | −
∑

j∈Ĵi,e(t)∩EG0

|qj |

 ,

and using that JDe ∪ (JPi \ JG0
= JG \ JG0

, this reads

|BJ̄c0,ik(t)| = 2

− ∑
j∈Ĵi,s(t)∩(JDe)

|qj |+
∑

j∈Ĵi,e(t)∩(JG\JG0
)

|qj |

 .

Hence, if ∑
j∈Ĵi,e(t)∩(JG\JG0

)

|qj | ≥
∑

j∈Ĵi,s(t)∩JDe

|qj |, i1, ..., inJc0
∈ IJc0 ,

∑
j∈Ĵî,e(t)∩(JG\JG0

)

|qj | >
∑

j∈Ĵî,s(t)∩JDe

|qj |, î ∈ IJc0
.

is satisfied, then BJ̄c0
is an M-matrix, [21, p. 531].

If BJ̄c0
(t) is reducible, then BJ̄c0

(t) is congruent to a block upper triangular matrix with irre-
ducible diagonal blocks, cp. [21]. Then, there exists a permutation Π, such that ΠTBJ̄c0

(t)Π =

[B̃J̄c0,KL(t)]KL with B̃J̄c0,KL(t) = 0, K > L and the diagonal blocks B̃J̄c0,KK(t) are irreducible.
Hence, we can apply the the same arguments that we have used in the case BJ̄c0

(t) is irreducible to

find conditions when the diagonal blocks B̃KK(t) are M-matrices. Due to the triagonal structure,
then BJ̄c0

(t) is nonsingular. Noting that the diagonal blocks B̃KK(t) correspond to the strongly
connected components of G(BJ̄c0

(t)), cp. [21, p. 529], we arrive at condition (26).

Remark 4.1. The graph G(BJ̄c0
(t)) agrees with the directed subgraph G0 = {VJc0

, EG0
} spanned

by the zero volume junctions VJc0
=
{

Jc0,1, ..., Jc0,nJc0

}
and pipes connecting these junctions, i.e.,

EG0 := {Pij |Pij = (Jc0,i, Jc0,k)}. As
∑
j∈Ĵi,s |qj(t)| > 0, G(BJ̄c0

(t)) has a self loop at every vertex

and the direction of the edges in EG0 is reciprocal to the direction of the mass flows qPi. This,
however, is a consequence of the convention that Aij = 1 if ej = (vi, vk).
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The consequence important for our analysis is, that condition (26) ensures that in the strongly
connected component of this subgraph G0 = {VJc0 , EG0}, there is at least on zero volume junction
Jc0,̂i that receives a mass flow from outside the strongly connected component - either from another
strongly connected component or from a reservoir. Considering the temperature distribution across
the network, this ensures that every zero junction node receives information from the thermal
reference node.

Lemma 4.2 gives conditions when equation (22) is solvable for the enthalpies hJc0 associated with
the zero volume junctions. Combined with the solvability conditions of Theorem 3.1, we can give
conditions when the coupled DAE (8) and (23) is uniquely solvable and derive a s-free remodeling.

Theorem 4.1. Let N be a network of pipes, junctions, reservoirs and demand branches that
satisfies Assumption 3.1. Let F̃ ∈ C2(D,R2n) be the DAE function associated with N . If nRe > 0
and condition (26) is satisfied, then the DAE (8) and (23) has regular s-index 1 and is uniquely
solvable for every (t0, q0, p0, h0, H0) ∈ C2(F̃ ). The solution is given by q,H ∈ C1(I,RnE ), p, h ∈
C1(I,RnV ). The s-free model of N is given by

q̇2 −ΠT
2 fPi(q, A

T
N p, h) = 0 (27a)

AJc,PiΠ1q1 +AJc,PiΠ2q2 +AJc,DeqDe = 0 (27b)

AJc,PifPi(q, A
T
N p, h) +AJc,Deq̇De = 0 (27c)

V̂ ḣJcV −AJcV ,PiHPi −AJcV ,DeHDe = 0 (27d)

AJc0,PiHPi +AJc0,DeHDe = 0 (27e)

HPi − fP̄i(qPi, h) = 0 (27f)

pRe = p̄Re (27g)

hRe = h̄Re (27h)

qDe = q̄De (27i)

HDe = H̄De, (27j)

where the number of differential and algebraic equations is given by d = nPi − nJc0 and a =
2(nJc + nDe + nRe) + nPi + nJc0

, respectively.

Proof. To prove the assertion, we consider the derivative array FF extN ,1 := [(F extN )T , ( ddtF
ext
N )T ]T

of size µ = 1 with FN given as in (24) and

d
dtFN =



q̈Pi −D1 fPiq̇Pi −D2 fPi(A
T
Jc,PiṗJc +ATRe,PiṗRe)−D3fPiḣ

VJcḧJc −AJc,PiḢPi −AJc,DeḢDe

AJc,Piq̇Pi +AJc,Deq̇De

−AJc,PiḢPi −AJc,DeḢDe

ḢPi −D1 fP̄iq̇Pi −D2 fP̄iḣ
q̇De − ˙̄qDe

ṗRe − ˙̄pRe

ḢDe − ˙̄HDe

ḣRe − ˙̄hRe


.

To check Hypothesis 2.1, (i), we transform the JacobianMµ=1 := ∂q̇,ṗ,q̈,p̈FFN ,µ=1 using nonsingular
transformations Π̄Mµ=1

,ΠMµ=1
, such that

Π̄T
Mµ=1

Mµ=1ΠMµ=1
=


InPi+nJcV

+2nDe+2nRe 0 0 0

∗ M̃22 M̃24 0

∗ M̃42 0 0

M̃61 0 0 0

 ,
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where

M̃22 =


ṗJcU1 q̈Pi ḢPi ḧJc,V

Ṗi −D2 fPiA
T
Jc,PiU1 IPi 0 0

˙̄Pi 0 0 IPi 0
˙̄JcV 0 0 −AJcV ,Pi VJc

, (28a)

M̃24 =


ḣJc,0 ḧJc,0 ṗJc p̈Jc

Ṗi −∂ḣJc,0
fPi 0 D2 fPiA

T
Jc,Pi 0

˙̄Pi −DhJc,0
0 0 0

˙̄JcV 0 0 0 0

, (28b)

M̃42 = [ q̈Pi ḢPi ḧJc,V

˙̄Jc0 0 −AJc0,Pi 0

], (28c)

M̃61 =



q̇De ḢDe ṗRe ḣRe q̇Pi ḣJcV

J̇c AJc0,De 0 0 0 AJc0,Pi 0

De, D̄e 0 0 0 0 0 0

Re, R̄e 0 0 0 0 0 0

Pu, P̄u 0 0 0 0 0 0

P̄i 0 0 0 0 0 0

Jc, J̄c0 0 0 0 0 0 0


. (28d)

The reason for the block numbering becomes clear when we prove that the DAE is regular.
By the choice of U1, V1 and the assumption on DfPu, the diagonal block M̃22 is nonsingular,
implying that

rank(Mµ=1) = nPi + nJcV + 2nDe + 2nRe + rank(M̃22) + rank(S11(Π̄T
Mµ=1

Mµ=1ΠMµ=1
)),

where the Schur complement is given by

S11(Π̄T
Mµ=1

Mµ=1ΠMµ=1
) = −M̃42M̃

−1
22 M̃24 = [ ḣJc,0 ḧJc,0 ṗJc p̈Jc

˙̄Jc0 AJc0,PiDhJc,0
0 0 0

].
As BJ̄c0

= AJc0,PiDhJc,0
is nonsingular with rank(BJ̄c0

) = nJc0
, it follows that

rank(Mµ=1) = 3nPi + 2nJcV + nJc0
+ 2nDe + 2nRe + c̃Jc,Pu,

and with a = corank(Mµ=1) and d = nV + nE − a we verify the values of d, a.

Exploiting the structure of Π̄T
Mµ=1

Mµ=1ΠMµ=1
, a basis of corange(Mµ=1) is given by

ZT2,µ=1 =
[
−M̃61 0 0 Ia

]
Π̄T
Mµ=1

∈ R2n×a.

To check Hypothesis 2.1, (ii), we apply the matrix Z2,µ=1 to the Jacobian Nµ=1 := ∂q,pFFN ,µ=1.
Transforming ZT2,µ=1Nµ=1 by nonsingular matrices Π̄N ,ΠN build from the matrices U, V,Π, we
get that

Π̄T
NZ

T
2,µ=1Nµ=1ΠN =

I2nDe+2nRe 0 0

∗ Ñ22 Ñ23

∗ Ñ32 0

 , (29)
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where

Ñ22 =


qPiΠ1 pJc HPi

Jc AJc,Pi,1 0 0 0

? UT2 AJc,Pi D1 fPiΠ1 D̃2fPi D̂2fPi 0

P̄i −D1 fP̄iΠ1 0 0 IPi

,

Ñ23 =


qPiΠ2 hJc,V hJc,0

Jc AJc,PiΠ2 0 0

? UT2 AJc,Pi D1 fPiΠ2 UT2 AJc,Pi∂ḣJc,V
fPi UT2 AJc,Pi∂ḣJc,0

fPi

P̄i −D1 fP̄iΠ2 −∂ḣJc,V
fP̄i −DJ̄c0

,

Ñ32 = [ qPiΠ1 pJc HPu HPi

J̄c0 0 0 0 −AJc0,Pi

].
with ? := −AJc,De · De − UT2 AJc,Pi · Pi + Ṗi. By the assumptions on D1fPu and D2fPi, cp. (10),

the diagonal block Ñ22 is nonsingular. Hence,

rank(ZT2,µ=1Nµ=1) = 2nDe + 2nRe + rank(Ñ22) + rank(Ñ32Ñ
−1
22 Ñ23),

where

Ñ32Ñ
−1
22 Ñ23 =

AJc0,Pi D1 fP̄i

(
Π1(AJc,PiΠ1)−1AJc,PiΠ2 −Π2

)
AJc0,Pi∂ḣJc,V

fP̄i

BJ̄c0

T .
Again, as BJ̄c0

= AJc0,PiDJ̄c0
is nonsingular with rank(BJ̄c0

) = nJc0
, it follows that

rank(ZT2,µ=1Nµ=1) = nPi + 2nJcV + 3nJc0 + 2nDe + 2nRe = a.

Exploiting the structure of ZT2,µ=1Nµ=1ΠNµ=1
, a basis of ker(ZT2,µ=1Nµ=1) is given by

T2,µ=1 = ΠNµ=1

[
0 −Ñ−1

22 Ñ23 I
]T
X3 ∈ C(D,Rn×d),

where span(X3) = ker(Ñ32Ñ
−1
22 Ñ23). The first block row of Ñ−1

22 Ñ23 corresponds to the pipe flows
qPi,1 while the identity InPiΠ2

is associated with the flows qPi,2. With

Fq̇,ṗ =


q̇Pi ḣJcV �

Pi InPi
0 0

J̄cV 0 VJc 0

? 0 0 0

,

where � = Jc, Jc0, P̄i,De, D̄e,Re, R̄e and ? = pJc, hJc0 , HPi, qDe, HDe, pRe, hRe, we find that

Fq̇,ṗT2,µ=1 =

Pi Π2 −Π1(UT2 AJc,PiΠ1)−1UT2 AJc,PiΠ2) 0

J̄cV 0 InJcV

? 0 0

.
As Π1,Π2 are linearly independent, we have that

rank(Π2 −Π1(UT2 AJc,PiΠ1)−1UT2 AJc,PiΠ2) = nPi − (nJc − c̃),
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and we find that rank(Fq̇,ṗT2,µ=1) = nPi − nJc0 + c̃ = d. Setting

ZT1,µ=1 =
[ Pi J̄c ?

ΠT
2 0 0

0 InJcV
0

]
,

we verify that rank(ZT1,µ=1Fq̇,ṗT2,µ=1) = d.

Hence, the network model (8) has has s-index µ = 1.

To prove that the network model is regular, we show that (8) satisfies Hypothesis 2.1 for µ = 2
and same values d, a. The proof follows the same line as for µ = 1, but the derivative array under

consideration is increased to order 2, i.e., we consider FFN ,2 := [FTN ,
d
dtF

T
N ,

d2

dt2F
T
N ]T with

F̈N =



...
q Pi −D1 fPiq̈Pi −D2 fPi(A

T
Jc,Pip̈Jc +ATRe,Pip̈Re)−D3fPiḧ+RPi(q, p, h, q̇, ṗ, ḣ)

VJc

...
h Jc −AJc,PiḦPi −AJc,DeḦDe

AJc,Piq̈Pi +AJc,Deq̈De

AJc,Piq̈Pi +AJc,Deq̈De

ḦPi −D1 fP̄iq̈Pi −D2 fP̄iḧ
q̈De − ¨̄qDe

p̈Re − ¨̄pRe

ḦDe − ¨̄HDe

ḧRe − ¨̄hRe


.

where RPi contains the mixed derivatives in FN ,1. To check Hypothesis 2.1, (i), we transform the
Jacobian Mµ=2 := ∂q̇,ṗ,q̈,p̈FFN ,2 using nonsingular transformations Π̄Mµ=2

,ΠMµ=2
, such that

Π̄T
Mµ=2

Mµ=2ΠMµ=2
=



InPi+nJcV
+4nDe+4nRe 0 0 0 0

∗ M̃22 0 M̃24 0

∗ M̃32 M̃33 M̃34 0

∗ M̃42 0 0 0

∗ M̃52 M̃53 0 0

M̃61 0 0 0 0

 ,

where M̃22, M̃24, M̃42, M̃61 are given by (28) and

M̃32 =


q̈Pi ḢPi ḧJc,V

P̈i −D1 fPi 0 −∂ḧJc,V
fPi

¨̄Pi −D1 fP̄i 0 −∂ḧJc,V
fP̄i

¨̄JcV 0 0 0

, M̃33 =


...
q Pi ḦPi

...
h Jc,V

P̈i IPi 0 0
¨̄Pi 0 IPi 0
¨̄JcV 0 −AJcV ,Pi VJc

,

M̃34 =


ḣJc,0 ḧJc,0 ṗJc p̈Jc

P̈i 0 −∂ḧJc,0
fPi 0 0

¨̄Pi 0 −∂ḧJc,0
fP̄i 0 0

¨̄JcV 0 0 0 0

,

M̃52 =


q̈Pi ḢPi ḧJc,V

¨̄Jc0 0 0 0

J̈c UT2 AJc,Pi 0 0

, M̃53 =


...
q Pi ḦPi

...
h Jc,V

¨̄Jc0 0 −AJc0,Pi 0

UT2 J̈c 0 0 0

.
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Note that M̃33 = M̃22. Setting M̂22 = [M̃ij ]i,j=2,3, M̂23 = [M̃i4]i=2,3, M̂32 = [M̃4j ]j=2,3, then the

diagonal block M̂22 is nonsingular and we have that

rank(Mµ=2) = nPi + nJcV + 4nDe + 4nRe + rank(M̂22) + S11(Π̄T
Mµ=2

Mµ=2ΠMµ=2
)),

where the Schur complement is given by

S11(Π̄T
Mµ=2

Mµ=2ΠMµ=2) = −M̂32M̂
−1
22 M̂23

=


ḣJc,0 ḧJc,0 ṗJc p̈Jc

˙̄Jc0 AJc0,PiDJ̄c0
0 0 0

¨̄Jc0 ∗ AJc0,Pi∂ḧJc,0
fP̄i ∗ 0

J̈c −UT1 AJc,Pi∂ḣJc,0
fPi 0 D̂2fPi 0

.

As AJc0,PiDJ̄c0
and AJc,PiC1A

T
Jc,Pi are nonsingular, cp. Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 4.2, it follows that

rank(Mµ=2) = 5nPi + 4nJcV + 3nJc0 + 4nDe + 4nRe + c̃.

Hence, the derivative array FFN ,2 yields the same values d, a.
Exploiting the structure of Π̄T

Mµ=2
Mµ=2ΠMµ=2 , a basis of corange(Mµ=2) is given by

Z2,µ=2 =
[
−M̃61 0 0 0 0 Ia

]
Π̄T
Mµ=2

∈ R3n×a.

Noting that Z2,µ=2 selects from N2,µ=2 := ∂q,pFFN ,µ=2 the same block rows as Z2,µ=1 selects from
N2,µ=1 := ∂q,pFFN ,µ=1, we have that

ZT2,µ=2Nµ=2 = ZT2,µ=1Nµ=1

and the remaining assertions of Hypothesis 2.1 are verified using the matrices T2,µ=2 := T2,µ=1

and Z1,µ=2 := Z1,µ=1. Hence the network model (8) is regular.

Applying the matrices Z1,µ=1, Z1,µ=2 to the derivative array FFN ,µ=1, we obtain the s-free remod-
eling (27).
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Like for the standard flow model (8), the s-free formulation (27) of the thermal flow model can be
reformulated as semi-explicit system.

Lemma 4.3. Let N be a network of pipes, junctions, reservoirs and demand branches that satisfies
Assumption 3.1. Let F ∈ C2(D,Rn) be the DAE function associated with N . If nRe > 0, then
functions q ∈ C1(I,RnE ), p ∈ C1(I,RnV ) solve the DAE (8) if and only if they solve the semi-
explicit system

q̇2 = KCh,Ch(q2)Σ(q2)
(
Lq2q2 + LqDe

q̄De

)
+KCh,De ˙̄qDe +KCh,Rep̄Re + C5 (30a)

V̂ ḣJcV = KJcV ,JcV hJcV +KJcV ,Reh̄Re +KJcV ,DeH̄De (30b)

hJc0 = KJc0,JcV hJcV +KJc0,Reh̄Re +KJc0,DeH̄De (30c)

HPi = ḠDJ̄cV hJcV + ḠDR̄eh̄Re −DJ̄c0
B−1

J̄c0
(q2)AJc0,DeH̄De (30d)

pJc = KJc,Pi(q2)Σ(q2)
(
Lq2q2 + LqDe

q̄De

)
+KJc,De ˙̄qDe +KJc,Rep̄Re + C4 (30e)

q1 = −(AJc,PiΠ1)−1AJc,PiΠ2q2 + (AJc,PiΠ1)−1q̄De (30f)

qDe = q̄De (30g)

pRe = p̄Re, (30h)

where qi = ΠT
i qPi, i = 1, 2, for a permutation [Π1 Π2] such that AJc,PiΠ1 is nonsingular and

Lq2 := −Π1(AJc,PiΠ1)−1AJc,PiΠ2 + Π2, LqDe
:= −(AJc,PiΠ1)−1AJc,De,

and

KCh,Ch(q2) := ΠT
2 GC2(h(q2)), KCh,De := ΠT

2 C1A
T
Jc,PiKJc,De, KCh,Re := ΠT

2 G
TATRe,Pi,

KJc0,JcV := −B−1
J̄c0

(q2)AJc0,PiDJ̄cV , KJc0,De := −B−1
J̄c0

(q2)AJc0,De, KJc0,Re := −B−1
J̄c0

(q2)AJc0,PiDR̄e,

C4 := −(AJc,PiC1AJc,Pi)
−1C3, C5 := ΠT

2 (C3 + C1A
T
Jc,PiC4),

with G = (I−C1A
T
Jc,PiB

−1
Jc AJc,Pi), Ḡ := I−DJ̄c0

B−1
J̄c0

(q2)AJc0,Pi, Σ(q2) := diag (sgn(qPi,j(q2))qPi,j(q2)).

Proof. Under the given assertions, the DAE (8), (23) is uniquely solvable for a consistent initial
value (t0, q0, p0) ∈ C2(F̃ ) and the solution q ∈ C1(I,RnE ), p ∈ C1(I,RnV ) is also the unique
solution of the s-free formulation (27) cp. Theorem 4.1 To derive the semi-explicit formulation
(15), we again solve the is-free formulation (27) using the variable partitioning q1 := ΠT

1 qPi,
q2 := ΠT

2 qPi, where [Π1,Π2] is a permutation, such that AJc,Pi,1Π1Π1 is nonsingular, cp. Lemma
3.2.
Again, we first use the boundary conditions (27g) - (27j) to eliminate the controlled states pRe,
hRe, qDe, HDe in the equations (27a) - (27f). Using the variable transformation, we solve the
junction equation (27b) for q1 and obtain (30f). The flow qPi can again be represented as affine
linear transformation of the flow q2, cp. (17). For the enthalpy hJc0 associated with the zero
volume junctions, we insert the identity HPi = fP̄i(qPi, h), cp. (27f), into the mass balance at zero
junctions (27e) and obtain that

0 = AJc0,Pi

(
DJ̄c0

hJc0 +DJ̄cV hJcV +DR̄ehR̄e

)
+AJc0,DeH̄De.

As BJ̄c0
(q2) := AJc0,PiDJ̄c0

(qPi(q2)) is nonsingular, this equation can be solved for hJc0
and we

get that

hJc0 = −B−1
J̄c0

(q2)AJc0,Pi

(
DJ̄cV hJcV +DR̄eh̄Re

)
−B−1

J̄c0
(q2)AJc0,DeH̄De

= KJc0,JcV hJcV +KJc0,Reh̄Re +KJc0,DeH̄De (31)

whereKJc0,JcV := −B−1
J̄c0

(q2)AJc0,PiDJ̄cV , KJc0,Re := −B−1
J̄c0

(q2)AJc0,PiDR̄e, KJc0,De := −B−1
J̄c0

(q2)AJc0,De.

Inserting (31) back into the thermal pipe equation (27f), we get that

HPi =
(
DJ̄cV −DJ̄c0

B−1
J̄c0

(q2)AJc0,PiDJ̄cV

)
hJcV +

(
DR̄e −DJ̄c0

B−1
J̄c0

(q2)AJc0,PiDR̄e

)
h̄Re

−DJ̄c0
B−1

J̄c0
(q2)AJc0,DeH̄De

= ḠDJ̄cV hJcV + ḠDR̄eh̄Re −DJ̄c0
B−1

J̄c0
(q2)AJc0,DeH̄De (32)
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where Ḡ := I − DJ̄c0
B−1

J̄c0
(q2)AJc0,Pi. Using (31), we reformulate the mass balance at volume

nodes(27d) as an ODE depending only on hV , i.e.,

V̂ ḣJcV = AJcV ,Pi

(
ḠDJ̄cV hJcV + ḠDR̄eh̄Re −DJ̄c0

B−1
J̄c0

(q2)AJc0,DeH̄De

)
+AJcV ,DeH̄De

= KJcV ,JcV hJcV +KJcV ,Reh̄Re +KJcV ,DeH̄De (33)

whereKJcV ,JcV := AJcV ,PiḠDJ̄cV , KJcV ,De := AJcV ,De−AJcV ,PiDJ̄c0
B−1

J̄c0
(q2)AJc0,De andKJcV ,Re :=

AJcV ,PiḠDR̄e.
From (31) and (33) it follows that the enthalpy h is determined by the flow q2, i.e.,

h = h(q2). (34)

For the pressure pJc, we get analogously to (15b) the relation

pJc(q2) = −B−1
Jc

(
AJc,PiC1A

T
Re,Pip̄Re +AJc,PiC2(h(q2)) diag (|qPi,j |) qPi(q2) +AJc,PiC3 +AJc,De ˙̄qDe

)
= KJc,Pi(q2)Σ(q2)

(
Lq2q2 + LqDe q̄De

)
+KJc,De ˙̄qDe +KJc,Rep̄Re + C4, (35)

where KJc,Pi(q2) := −B−1
Jc AJc,PiC2(h(q2))Σ(q2), KJc,Re := −B−1

Jc AJc,PiC1A
T
Re,Pi and KJc,De :=

−B−1
Jc AJc,De, C4 := −B−1

Jc AJc,PiC3 and Σ(q2) := diag (|[Lq2q2 + LqDe q̄De]j |).
Using (35), we can reformulate (27a) as an ODE depending only on q2, i.e.,

q̇2 = ΠT
2

(
C1(ATJc,PipJc(q2) +ATRe,Pip̄Re) + C2(h(q2))Σ(q2)qPi(q2) + C3

)
= KCh,Ch(q2)Σ(q2)

(
Lq2q2 + LqDe

q̄De

)
+KCh,De ˙̄qDe +KCh,Rep̄Re + C5. (36)

where KCh,Ch(q2) := ΠT
2 GC2(h(q2)), KCh,De := ΠT

2 C1A
T
Jc,PiKJc,De, KCh,Re := ΠT

2 G
TATRe,Pi and

C5 := ΠT
2 (C3 + C1A

T
Jc,PiC4).

In conclusion, (11d), (11e), (17), (31), (32), (33), (35), (36) establish the semi-explicit reformula-
tion (30).

Remark 4.2. In order to continue Remark 3.2, we observe that, considering the thermal dis-
tribution, the enthalpies associated with non-zero volume nodes are determined by a differential
equation, while the enthalpies associated with zero volume nodes are specified algebraically. In-
cluding thermal effects in the pipe function for the flow qPi, the ODE for the flow q2 becomes
quasi-linear as the coefficient KCh,Ch now depends on q2 due to the its enthalpy dependance.

The algebraic constraints are still linear, such that we can use the semi-explicit system (30) to
specify the set of consistent initial values. Again, we evaluate (30) in t0 ∈ I, i.e.,

q̇2,0 = KCh,Ch(q2,0)Σ(q2,0)
(
Lq2q2,0 + LqDe q̄De(t0)

)
+KCh,De ˙̄qDe(t0) +KCh,Rep̄Re(t0) + C5

(37a)

V̂ ḣJcV ,0 = KJcV ,JcV hJcV ,0 +KJcV ,Reh̄Re(t0) +KJcV ,DeH̄De(t0) (37b)

hJc0
= KJc0,JcV hJcV ,0 +KJc0,Reh̄Re(t0) +KJc0,DeH̄De(t0) (37c)

HPi,0 = ḠDJ̄cV hJcV ,0 + ḠDR̄eh̄Re(t0)−DJ̄c0
B−1

J̄c0
(q2,0)AJc0,DeH̄De(t0) (37d)

pJc,0 = Kq2(q2,0)
(
Lq2q2,0 + LqDe

q̄De(t0)
)

+Kq̇De
˙̄qDe(t0) + C4 (37e)

q1,0 = −(AJc,PiΠ1)−1AJc,PiΠ2q2,0 + (AJc,PiΠ1)−1q̄De(t0) (37f)

qDe,0 = q̄De(t0) (37g)

pRe,0 = p̄Re(t0), (37h)
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as well as its time derivative

q̈2,0 = KCh,Ch(q2,0)
(
Σ(q̇2,0)

(
Lq2q2,0 + LqDe

q̄De(t0)
)

+ Σ(q2,0)
(
Lq2 q̇2,0 + LqDe

˙̄qDe(t0)
))

+ K̇Ch,Ch(q2,0)Σ(q2,0)
(
Lq2q2,0 + LqDe q̄De(t0)

)
+KCh,De ¨̄qDe(t0) +KCh,Rė̄pRe(t0) (38a)

V̂ ḧJcV ,0 = KJcV ,JcV ḣJcV ,0 +KJcV ,Re
˙̄hRe(t0) +KJcV ,De

˙̄HDe(t0) (38b)

ḣJc0
= KJc0,JcV ḣJcV ,0 +KJc0,Re

˙̄hRe(t0) +KJc0,De
˙̄HDe(t0) (38c)

ḢPi,0 = ḠDJ̄cV ḣJcV ,0 + ḠDR̄ė̄hRe(t0)−DJ̄c0
B−1

J̄c0
(q2,0)AJc0,Dė̄HDe(t0) (38d)

ṗJc,0 = K̇q2(q2,0)
(
Lq2q2,0 + LqDe q̄De(t0)

)
+Kq2(q2,0)

(
Lq2 q̇2,0 + LqDe

˙̄qDe(t0)
)

+Kq̇De
¨̄qDe(t0)

(38e)

q̇1,0 = −(AJc,PiΠ1)−1AJc,PiΠ2q̇2,0 + (AJc,PiΠ1)−1 ˙̄qDe(t0) (38f)

q̇De,0 = ˙̄qDe(t0) (38g)

ṗRe,0 = ˙̄pRe(t0), (38h)

and make the following observation.

Lemma 4.4. Let N be a network of pipes, junctions, reservoirs and demand branches that satisfies
Assumption 3.1. Let F ∈ C2(D,Rn) be the DAE function associated with N . If nRe > 0, then the
set of consistent initial values and initializations is given by

C2(F ) =
{

(t0, q0, p0) ∈ I × Ωx | (t0, q0, p0) solves (37) with q2,0 = ΠT
2 q0

}
,

L2(F ) =
{

(t0, q0, p0, q̇0, ṗ0) ∈ D | (t0, q0, p0, q̇0, ṗ0) solves (37) and (21) with q2,0 = ΠT
2 q0

}
Proof. As the subspace coker(M2) is constant, the s-free formulation (27) of the DAE (8) and
(23) is defined globally on D, independent of the considered intial value. Hence, the semi-explicit
formulation (15) is defined globally on D, implying that every solution of (30) also solves the DAE
(8) and (23). In particular, this is true in t = t0, implying that (t0, q0, p0) ∈ C1(F ) if (t0, q0, p0)
solves (37) with q2,0 = ΠT

2 q0. The time derivative of the algebraic components q1, pJc, qDe, pRe can
be obtained by differentiating (37), so considering (38), we obtain the consistent initializations
L1(F ). Similarly, we can construct a vector (t0, q0, p0, q̇0, ṗ0, q̈0, p̈0) solving F2(F ), implying that
C2(F ) = C1(F ) and L2(F ) = L1(F ).

4.3 Implementation issues

While the main criteria imposed on the underlying graph can be handled by standard graph
algorithms, the conditions imposed in Lemma 4.2 require further discussion.

1. Lemma 4.2, condition
∑
j∈Ĵi,s |qj | > 0: Since B is a M-matrix, a matrix row criteria can be

used in order to track the invertibility. E.g. if∑
j∈ĴJci

|qj | = 0

in the vertex vi, then the matrix is singular due to the corresponding row of this vertex. For
practical applications, this means that there is neither inflow nor outflow in the vertex vi,
and therefore the pressure and enthalpy have to stay constant. Furthermore,

∑
j∈ĴJci

|qj | is

a measure for the singularity of the underlying system of equations, and therefore can be
utilized for the choice (or parametrization) of the underlying solver.

2. Lemma 4.2, condition sgn(qPi(t)) = const for t ∈ I: This condition is only for theoretical
interest in order to give a closed form for the Jacobians of the underlying system of equations.
The general case is covered by providing an appropriate decomposition Ij of I and divide the
full problem in subproblems restricted to the individual domains Ij . In practice, if the sign
of the massflow changes, then the system (especially the Jacobians) changes the structure,
and therefore has to be reassembled.
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The topology based index analysis provides a regular s-free formulation of the original prob-
lem, equipped with practical solvability conditions, which can be solved by combining standard
algorithms of graph theory (e.g. The Boost Graph Library7) and numerical integration (e.g.
SUNDIALS8) in a straight-forward fashion.

5 Conclusion and Outlook

This work provides a full analysis of a thermal fluid network, which is an extension of the well
studied water networks. The first part confirms the results for water networks derived in [15],
using a different index concept and proof strategy. Based on this, the new results are established
in the second part, where a complete thermal model is added to the fluid network model. The
analysis is based on a topological network approach, which allows to impose conditions on the
underlying network structure, represented by a graph.
The provided topological solvability and index criteria in combination with efficient graph algo-
rithm provide a powerful tool for the development of system simulation software. Parts of this
work have been successfully established in the multi-disciplinary vehicle system simulation plat-
form AVL CRUISE M9 [9]. Anyhow, for the practical application it is important to extend those
results to networks including pumps, valves and tanks, cp. the classification in [16], in order to be
able to capture the whole cooling circuit. We mention, that further models for system simulation
in automotive application (e.g. waste heat recovery, mobile air conditioning, lubrication systems),
show up a similar network structure (with slightly modified equations). Therefore the presented
analysis is representative for the latter mentioned.

5.1 Notation

Jc junction nodes
Re reservoir nodes
Pi pipe edges
De demand edges
Jc0 junction nodes with V = 0
JcV junction nodes with V > 0

GJc subgraph of junction nodes and pipe edges
ΠV,1 matrix selecting junction nodes with V > 0
ΠV,2 matrix selecting junction nodes with V = 0
AJc0

= ΠT
V,2AJc0,Pi incidence matrix of subgraph of GJc0

nN number of nodes in G
InN index set of nodes in G
IJc0

index set of nodes in GJc0

E1, ..., En ∈ Rn standard canonical basis vectors in Rn, where Ei = [δij ]j=1,...,n

Di partial derivative with respect to the i-th argument of a function
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